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The racial and political biases within the federal departments during the Obama administration are well-
known.  At its very start, the Obama administration was faced with complaints that several Black Panther 
members had openly intimidated white voters at a voting location in Philadelphia.  Since they occurred in 
the 2008 election, the initial complaints were handled by the Bush administration; its Justice Department 
filed a civil suit against the New Black Panthers Party and three individual members, King Minister Shamir 
Shabazz, Malik Zulu Shabazz, and Jerry Jackson.  The defendants refused to appear in court, but the 
newly-installed Obama administration refused to pursue a default judgment, instead dropping the case 
altogether at the instigation of Attorney General Eric Holder, Deputy Attorney General David Ogden, and 
Associate Attorney General Thomas Perrelli.  Imagine what would have happened if it had been the New 
White Panther Party intimidating black voters.   
 
The Obama administration failed to follow up on complaints that ACORN was involved in illegal political 
activities.  Mr. Obama himself interjected personally whenever a case involving the police and a black 
person occurred, always criticizing the police, and always siding with the black person in question, even 
before any of the facts in the cases could be established.  Of course, there are isolated cases of abuse by 
the police, but to assume that the police are always and immediately wrong is consistent with the Black 
Liberation theology dictum that white people always and everywhere persecute black people.  A few of 
the cases: Harvard professor Henry Gates, Cambridge MA (police were wrong), Michael Brown, Fergu-
son MO (police were right); Alton Sterling (Baton Rouge LA (undetermined thus far); Philando Castile, 
Minneapolis MN (police were wrong); Trayvon Martin, Orlando FL (legitimate self-defense).  A President 
should not make a public comment until he has some facts.  But Mr. Obama was not interested in facts: 
his goal was to use these incidents as a blanket indictment against local police agencies with the end ob-
jective of turning all local law enforcement into subdivisions of a federal police force, like they have in to-
talitarian nations. 
 
Mr. Obama showed how much respect he has for those who embrace traditional values when he stated 
on 6 Apr 2008: 
 

"They get bitter, they cling to their guns or religion or antipathy to people who aren't like them or 
anti-immigrant sentiment or anti-trade sentiment as a way to explain their frustrations". 

 
Mr. Obama ridiculed anyone who was not fully convinced that climate change is man-made.  On 1 Sep 
2015, he stated: 
 

"We know that human activity is changing the climate.  We know that human ingenuity can do 
something about it.  We're even starting to see that we might actually have the political will to suc-
ceed.  So the time to heed the critics and cynics is past.  The time to plead ignorance is surely past.  
The deniers are increasingly alone, on their own shrinking island." 

 
What he failed to mention is that his remedy, including cap and trade ("carbon taxes"), restrictions on fos-
sil fuels, and abolition of coal, will do nothing to change the current trend in the next 100 years, even ac-
cording to those who believe the problem is man-made.  In other words, it's not about fixing a problem, it's 
about destroying the U. S. economy for ideological reasons. 
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Candidate Obama stated on 2 Nov 2008 that he was opposed to gay marriage.  President Obama 
praised universal gay marriage when it was decreed by the robed masters on the U. S. Supreme Court on 
26 Jun 2015.  Afterward, anyone who opposed gay marriage was the enemy. 
 
Mr. Obama never did get serious about enforcing the immigration laws, but he did fabricate fake deporta-
tion numbers in an effort to show that he was.  (The deportation number included all who were detained 
upon initial illegal entry and returned as if they had been deported after already being here.)  The Border 
Patrol was eventually ordered to stop doing its job altogether. 
 
Last, Mr. Obama appointed outright communists and communist sympathizers to his staff: Valerie Jarrett, 
Van Jones, and David Axelrod.  He also appointed some who had previously been on the payroll of anti-
American and former Nazi collaborator George Soros: Rosa Brooks as Undersecretary of Defense for 
Policy; Mark Lloyd as FCC Chief Diversity Officer; and Cecilia Munoz as Director of Intergovernmental 
affairs (and former Vice President of the National Council of La Raza ("The Race"). 


